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Vlastní text (sem prosím napište text posudku, délka textu posudku není omezena): 
 
The thesis proposes some extensions to the communication semantics of DEECo. Such extensions are presented as rules 
describing the constraints imposed by the added features (e.g., communication among nodes (groups of components), consideration 
of the topology of the network (fixed or MANET), message fragmentation, communications through groupers, extensions of the 
gossip protocol implemented in DEECo with the PULL command). Some of these extensions have been implemented in DEECo and 
experimented over a car sharing case study. 
In general, the thesis is quite understandable, although some sentences are difficult to parse (I think that this is mainly due to the 
fact that the thesis is written in English). Overall, I think that the student has demonstrated of having understood the problems and 
he has proposed reasonable solutions. The theoretical presentation is acceptable (although there are some problems, as reported 
below) and the experiment section is satisfactory. The implementation attached to the thesis seems to work. The amount of work 
done is adequate for a master’s thesis. 
In the following, I report some problems I have found in the thesis: 

• It is sometimes difficult to clearly understand the aim of the thesis and distinguishing the novelty from the background. This is 
probably due to the heterogeneous nature of the work; however, the presentation could be improved. 

• In some DECCo codes (Fig. 2 and Fig. 13), the names are not consistent (“coordinator” instead of “coord”). 

• I think that, in the definition of refinement correctness at page 11, it should be “Refinements of semantics B by semantics A” (as 
used in Section 5.4), and not “Refinements of semantics A by semantics B”. 

• I think that, in rule 13, it should be tx < ty, otherwise the constraint can never be satisfied. 

• I do not understand the definition of Rule 16: what is the meaning of the set of tables? 

• I think that, in Rule 19, ax should be a. 

• Fig. 34 says that the median without pulling is around 3 secs and that it should correspond to what shown in Fig. 29: however, 
in Fig. 29 the median seems to be around 30 secs. 

• Sect. 6, describing the implementation, is quite confusing. I agree that a description of the implementation is necessary, but 
probably it should be less detailed. 

 
 
Doporučení k obhajobě: 
 
Z výše uvedených důvodů práci doporučuji k obhajobě. 
 

 

 
Vynikající práce vhodná pro soutěž studentských prací 
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Seznam soutěží studentských prací, viz http://www.mff.cuni.cz/studium/bcmgr/prace/ 
 
Pokud jste výše zaškrtli ANO, zdůvodněte prosím svůj návrh, případně uveďte konkrétní soutěž, pro kterou  
je práce vhodná (rámeček lze nechat prázdný, pokud za dostatečné zdůvodnění považujete text posudku): 
 

In the light of the previous comments, although there are some deficiencies in the presentation, I think that the student 
has done a quite good job. From the scientific point of view, it seems that he has added some quite useful features to 
the DEECCo framework; moreover, a quite large set of experiments has been conducted for measuring the potential 
benefits. Therefore, my final rating is 1. 
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